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About This Game

A beautiful puzzle game for the whole family!

Eets Munchies is a reimagining of the award-winning puzzle game by Klei Entertainment. Featuring gorgeous animation and
ridiculous creatures, players help an adorable hungry creature devour cake in increasingly devious puzzles.

Replay the game forever with the Puzzle Maker and challenge your friends with your own mind-bending puzzles!

Yummy Features:

Beautiful Animation and Ridiculous Puzzles!
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Hand-drawn animation, beautiful art, and pixel perfect physics come together to create delightfully tricky puzzles of
increasing difficulty.

Multiple Unique Worlds!
Explore five unique worlds and dozens of mind-bending puzzles! Can you unlock the deviously challenging Mystery
puzzles?

Create & Share Your Own Puzzles!
With the built in Puzzle Maker, you can create your own puzzles using the same tools we use and share them with your
friends!
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Title: Eets Munchies
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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Klei Entertainment
Publisher:
Klei Entertainment
Release Date: 11 Mar, 2014
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'Eets Munchies' is the sequel of 'Eets'. It's a terrific painted puzzle game with crazed creatures and gorgeous animations.

There are 5 worlds and each world contains 12 levels. The difficulty level is rising with each new world. In every new world you
will get new items\/creatures to solve the level.

If you know the game 'The Incredible Machine', then you know what you can expect from 'Eets Munchies'.

The game is not hard to beat and it will not reach the difficulty level of 'The Incredible Machine'.
I would have seen a sixth world, where you have to combine all the items\/creature activated in the previous worlds.

All achievements are easy to collect.

Pros:
+ gorgeous animations
+ crazed items\/creatures
+ funny idea\/concept
+ level creator
+ Steam Workshop to download levels made by Users
+ option to speed up or slow down the animations\/movements
+ shortcut to start\/stop the level (and sometimes other shortcuts)
(+ Indie developer)

Cons:
- short gameplay time
- not bloody difficult as 'The Incredible Machine'

Recommended, but only if it's on sale, because of the short gameplay time.

8\/10. This game is simple yet fun to play. The game has 60 pre-made puzzle levels, you can also create your own levels using
the
 in game level editor and share it with everyone through the steam workshop. See video attached for indepth look.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vi1OEK1uVX0. This game is ok for my 8 year olds, but it's not terribly challenging for an
adult. It isn't always predictable, so you need to expect to do each puzzle multiple times, which I don't like. Most annoyingly, the
click box for the items doesn't match the image, meaning you have to click just below each item to interact. It got super
frustrating not being able to click items logically.

4\/10 ok but not worth $7. You have to eat munchies to level up? what else do you need? Nice short and sweet puzzle game, also
you can play user created workshop levels.

10\/10 would eat munchies again and again and again !. Eets Munchies is a great way to pass the time but it is not a game that
will grab your attention hours on end.. PROS:
+ cute art style
+ placement puzzles
+ available puzzles from other players

CONS:
- timing puzzles
- no actual replayability
- gets repetitive after a while

Comment:
A cute game with nice art style but gimmicky puzzles. This game is casual on some levels while merciless in others. The
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fact that it is clearly a mobile game for touchscreens is apparent from the UI as well as puzzles. I will not hold this fact
against it though because it works well on PC, even going as far as integrating Steamworks. This grants the game a
possibly endless array of user-created levels. Sadly one of the achievements is to create a level and publish it and so
Steamworks is flooded with low-quality levels. This means the good ones are harder to find. I picked this up on a sale
and you should too unless you are a big fan of these kind of games.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this review you can find more on the Curator page or in my Review Corner.. A nice fast paced puzzle game to
pass the time.. This is an insult towards the original game. They took a really nice concept and a fun game (that
definitely needed some modernizing but didnt need any changin in other aspects) and stripped it down to a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile game. There is almost no challenge, the sound concept is nice in the
first place, but doesnt compare to the old one an dgets really unnerving after some time and finally there is almost no
content. You are through in less than 4-5 hours, also a result of the mobile makeover.

Its just a fraction of what the original was and definitely not worth the full price, maybe for like a buck when its on
sale.
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Eets is a game about a little white... whatchamacallit thingy named Eets who is very hungry, and changes his walking behaviour
via emotions: Happy, he'll just plod along at a leasurely pace and jump over edges, scared, he'll slowly creep and back away
when he comes to an edge, and angry, he'll stomp around at a fast pace and pounce over edges like he's trying to win an olympic
event- and you have to use these emotions and a bunch of activatable tools to get Eets to his goal of a nice tasty cake on a rope.
While I was a fan of the original Eets Chowdown (in fact, one of the first DLC I ever got on the Xbox 360) I do admit it had
some flaws, most glaring of which was the precision of the puzzles combined with how very easy and tempting it was to just go
"Give me the solution", and cheat your way to victory. While Eets Munchies has the same "Give me the solution" option, I'll be
honest- I don't feel as tempted to actually USE it: So far the precision of the items is not as pixel perfect as the original, and
those times where you do put something in the wrong place don't feel as frustrating.
Another great improvement is the music. Sound effects are replaced with a bunch of notes reminesent of the old Warner Bro's
Coyote and Roadrunner cartoons, where Eets foot steps are punctuated by music depending on his mood. Given that Eets is now
no longer 3D rendered, and is now 2D animation, this also makes it tons easier to tell what his mood IS exactly (a feature that
previously had to be conveyed in a little close-up image of Eets- especially if Eets starts off the level in the air.)
Add to that a level editor, and I'd say Eets is now a much better game then it's first outing.. This is an amazing, challenging
game, very entertaining. Interesting characters, amazing art, and the sound affects are just adorable! Great job game creators..
Let's say it simple...
Lemmings met Mousecraft with MicroMachines : )
Simple yet very adorable logical game. With a LOT OF levels... thanks to the community a level designer.
+ I bought it for 1,74 EUR. Good money : ). Just like "Cut the Rope" but for PC. Super cute, fun time killer.. A cute looking
puzzle game that's interesting to play. It's bit short but you can make your own puzzles with the included editor, or download
more from steam workshop. Recommended if you like casual games.. The game does not launch at all.
Message pops up
Steam says the game is running.
But only for 2 seconds.
Then it says synching for less than a second and done.

Tried re installing the game, steam app.
Nothing works.
WTF?. fun and easy to play n chilling. I understand this game gets "Very Positive" reviews, but it is clearly not meant for me...
I'm afraid I found it "meh" at best. After a few levels I was already wondering how soon this would end... The game is clearly
made for smartphones as it's a rehash of the simple "get 3 items and reach the exit" idea. In fact, it's probably better on
smartphones than on PC, as there's no full screen grfx, and when you do enlarge the window the grfx do look too big.

While just completing a level is pretty easy, however if you are someone who must get every 'pie' before the exit then this game
will be quite difficult in the later worlds. Especially so on the challenge levels (aka Mystery Levels) which have no hints and are
very different from the previous "worlds". I was finally able to complete one of the Mystery Levels after first attempting 5 or so
of them.

While the game is fairly polished, it just isn't very exciting or new. It is, however, thankfully short -- I was able to complete all
the levels in 2.5 hrs (except the Mystery Levels).

6 out of 10.
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